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Before the 1st Army Corps. In those black days his
the World War of 1914-18, the most promising courage and optimism were a great help to
movements for world peace were the two peace the men, whose confidence he always held. In
conferences which met at The Hague in 1899 January, 1917, he was appointed commander-inand 1907, on the call of the Tsar of Russia. chief with the rank of Field-Marshal, and this
Twenty-six countries, including Great Britain, p.o sition he held with honour till the end of
attended the first, and almost twice that number the war.
were present at the second meeting.
Haig was born in Scotland, studied at Oxford,
The immediate objects of the conferences and joined the 7th Hussars in 1885. He saw
were (1) to find some basis
his first active service under
EARL HAIG OF BEMERSYDE
on which the different counKitchener in the Nile Extries could mutually reduce
pedition, where he distheir armaments, and (2) to
tinguished himself and was
consider an agreement for
raised to the rank of major.
settling international disHe served also with distinction in the Boer War,
putes by arbitration instead
and was made chief of staff
of war: Germany opposed
to Sir John French, whom
both proposals.
he afterwards succeeded as
German opposition prevented even the mention of
commander of the British
disarmament in the second
Army in the World War.
At the close of the war he
conference. The chief result
wa.s created Earl Haig of
of the meetings was the
Bemersyde in the British
establishment of The Hague
Tribunal, in the form of a
peerage, and received a large
· permanent panel of judges
number of other honours.
HAIR. The possession of
before. whom cases for arbitration mjght voluntarily be
hair is a distinguishing
mark of mammals, as the
placed. (See Arbitration.)
possession of feathers is of
Thirteen " conventions "
or agreements were also
birds, though the thickness
adopted concerning various
of the hairy coat varies
greatly in different creapossible subjects of intertures, and is even reduced
national disputes, and a
to a few sparse . hairs in
series of regulations respecting "the laws and customs The leader of Britain's Armies in the World War such mammals as the hipA
th
of
1914-18,
who
was
raised
to
the
peerage
for
his
"
0f
war.mong 0 er valuable services, and received other honours . . popotamus and especially
the whale.
things, these prohibited the
.
The possession of these warm coats of hair .
use of asphyxiating or poison gases in war,
limited the use of submarine mines, and (for a and feathers was one of the factors which enabled ·
limited period) dropping bombs from balloons mammals and birds to develop so far beyond
and aeroplanes.
Unfortunately The Hague their common ancestors, the reptiles. Animals
regulations, together with other provisions for which live in cold regions for instance, the
making war more humane, were disregarded- Shetland pony and the polar bear show a tenfirst by the Germans and then by the other d ency to grow ~uch heavier coats than those
nations in the World War of 1914-18.
which live in a temperate climate. In some
HAIG, EARL (born 1861). To the unwavering mammals, as the hog, the hair develops into long
courage and military foresight of a scholarly stiff bristles, in others, as the porcupine and
gentleman of middle age, with a firm jaw and hedgehog, these bristles form protective spines.
steady grey eyes, was largely due the final sucThe Hair of Human Beings
In human beings no hair is found on the palms
cesses of the Briti.sh arms on the western front
in the World War (see World War). For the of the hands and the soles of the feet. The hair
soldier on whom the British pinned their faith of the head is protective ; the presence of hair
was Sir Douglas Haig, commander-in-chief of elsewhere is probably only a relic of the heavy
the British forces in France and Belgium.
hairy coat worn by our remote prehistoric
At the beginning of the war Haig was a ancestors.
The hair of the human head and
lieutenant-general in . command of .i\ldershot, beard is constantly being shed and replaced.
England's great training-camp. When the Most of the lower animals have ''shedding
British Army crossed the Channel to hold up periods " when the hair begins to come out and
the first Germa.n avalanche, he commanded to be replaced with new.
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